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Welcome to

SEXMONEYMEDIA
It is a great pleasure to welcome each of you to SEXMONEYMEDIA.
Our small dedicated team has been working towards this day for three long years; and throughout
that time, we’ve had the pleasure of thought-provoking and energizing discussions with many of
you who have come together from far and wide for this event. Those dialogues have become the
heart of the conference.
In spite of radical shifts in technologies, formats and business models, media content remains a
highly collaborative endeavour. That’s why it was critical to make SEXMONEYMEDIA a crosssectoral gathering, bringing together artists and scholars, labour and management, public interest
and private investment, conventional and digital media.
We are indebted to the members of our national advisory committee, our academic committee,

Rina Fraticelli
Executive Director

and our Vancouver steering committee for their stellar guidance and generous assistance in
gathering the depth and breadth of talent we have the privilege of meeting here.
Throughout the planning of the event we’ve been asked, “What do you want to come out of this?
What do you hope to achieve?” The statistics that inspired this event speak for themselves.
Women are significantly under-represented in above-the-line, higher status, better remunerated,
and “core” culture/content-determining positions in our media industries.
Female filmmakers receive less than 14% of public sector media investment. A mere 11% of the
Director’s Guild members are women. And this disproportion is writ large in the images that beam
out of our increasingly ubiquitous screens.
As CMPA head Norm Bolen put it recently, “It’s not just about ‘I want a job’ or ‘I want to make a
show.’ It’s a bigger question: it’s about what kind of country we want or what kind of culture we
want. What kind of legacy do we want for our children.”
SEXMONEYMEDIA has the potential to generate not only the analysis and practical strategies
but also the commitment to work together to ensure a richer, more vital media landscape for the
21st century. The future starts here. Welcome to all.

Rina Fraticelli
Executive Director
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Can  empowering  women    
spark  powerful  change?
Absolutely.  When  we  give  women  the  experiences,  
mentorship  and  coaching  they  need  to  succeed,  
it  builds  powerful  leaders  who  spark  innovation  
and  create  profound  change  —  building  stronger  
businesses,  healthier  communities  and  a  more  
competitive  Canada.  That’s  why  we’re  proud  to  
sponsor  Women  in  View  2010.
What’s  next?  
ey.com/ca      
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GREETINGS
On behalf of the citizens of Vancouver
and my colleagues on Vancouver
City Council, I am honoured that
Vancouver has been chosen for the
SEXMONEYMEDIA Forum.
The issue of balance and diversity
in our multimedia is a topic of great
Gregor Robertson importance. I want to acknowledge
Mayor of Vancouver the efforts of Women in View who have
worked hard to put together this relevant
and timely dialogue. It is through dialogue
and education that we can grow and
prosper as an inclusive and forward
thinking society.
Best wishes for a successful and
productive forum.
Yours truly,
Gregor Robertson
Mayor of Vancouver

Dear Symposium Participants,
On behalf of the Office of the Dean, Faculty of Communication
Art and Technology (FCAT), it is our great pleasure to help sponsor
the Women in View symposium. As early supporters of this
conference, our Faculty, along with the School of Communication,
are delighted to welcome you to Simon Fraser University.
FCAT supports the Women in View’s mission of creating greater
diversity and balance in Canadian media. It is our hope that your
symposium will successfully help to raise awareness of the extent
and implications of gender imbalance in the media industries.
Through events like these, we come closer to realizing our
collective goal of increasing the proportion of women employed in
media and in positions of creative authority.
Through our own academic programs within the Faculty, we
strive to educate and inspire students to be active media artists,
scholars and industry professionals that will work towards
furthering gender equity in the production, policy and artistic
arenas of the media.
Thank you for including us in this exciting and important event.
Sincerely,

Cheryl Geisler
Dean, FCAT

welcome
4
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GREETINGS
On behalf of British Columbia Film, I would like to welcome
everyone to SEXMONEYMEDIA. We are proud to have
been a sponsor of this conference from its inception three
years ago – and are delighted with how the event has
taken shape.
At this challenging time of considerable change, it is all
the more important to keep sight of the larger goals of
workplace representation and equality. Women in View is
bringing together all sectors of the film, television and digital
media community to discuss the state of the industry today –
and to propose sustainable strategies for the future.
Congratulations to the committed advisory and steering
committees and conference organizers. This event was
realized through years of hard work and dedication to
a worthy purpose.
We hope you enjoy the conference.
Richard Brownsey
President, British Columbia Film

It is my great pleasure to welcome you to SEXMONEYMEDIA
on behalf of OCAD University. We are a specialized art, design
and digital media undergraduate and graduate university
based in Toronto, Canada. We are proud of our Digital Futures
Initiative, which combines programs, research, presentation
and community engagement in all manner of media and digital
creation and technology. OCAD University holds a passionate
commitment to all forms of equity in education and the work
place. We have participated in the organization and presentation
of SEXMONEYMEDIA in order to identify means to increase
the representation of women in media production and the ICT
industries. Our participating faculty members look forward to
contributing to the dialogue in the days ahead.
This symposium is timely; occurring in 2010, a year in which
Canada will establish a strategy for the Canadian digital economy,
one that takes into account culture, technology, skills and access.
We can direct the knowledge that SEXMONEYMEDIA produces
towards Canada’s digital future and to bettering the representation
of women in media on screen and behind the scenes at the
global level.
OCAD University is excited at the international and culturally
diverse nature of this event. We look forward to the opportunity for
creative sharing, as scholars, film-makers, artists, policy-makers
and funders share their on-the-ground knowledge. We have much
to learn from each other.
A special thank-you to the Social Science and Humanities
Research Council is required for their support of this important
gathering
Sincerely, Dr. Sara Diamond

President, OCAD University
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SEXMONEYMEDIA Backgrounder
SEXMONEYMEDIA was prompted by two labour
studies commissioned a few years ago by the BC Institute for Film
Professionals and Service Canada that described how far that the
impressive gains of the 70’s and 80’s had begun to erode. Other
research both in Canada and elsewhere – by Réalisatrices Équitables,
Quebec’s association of female directors; the Geena Davis Institute on
Gender in Media, the annual Celluloid Ceiling Reports, to name just a
few – drew similar pictures of women’s presence and absence in our
ever more dominant media landscape.
Decades of lobbying to shift the ways that female characters are
represented on-screen have resulted in some loosening of gender
stereotypes, particularly in television and children’s programming, but
there is less success in feature film and many genres of screen –
based popular culture.
As digital technologies and media transform traditional media, women
are effective in some sectors of these emerging industries, while
glaringly absent in others, requiring new initiatives to understand these
fast-tracked shifts. Sex stereotyping is a salient feature of the gaming
industry, where women artists were engaged in the early days of
new media art practice. These are also fields where engineering and
computer science are more closely aligned with content production
than in past expressions of screen-based media – creating different
challenges for women wishing to enter and lead.
The one thing we can be sure of is that the stellar achievements of
individual women in media education, creation and production stand in
stark contrast to their statistical presence. The media we consume is
still overwhelmingly written, produced, owned and programmed
by men.
We find ourselves at a pivotal point in our technological evolution; what
some have called our ‘Gutenberg moment.’ There could not be a more
opportune and critical moment to investigate the questions – large and
small – that could guide the future of our influential image-making
media in more enlightened, inclusive, and robust direction.

Why in spite of significant achievements of a growing number
of individual women in media, do women continue to be statistically
underemployed and under-remunerated in our media industries –
especially at the upper-echelons?

What are the broader consequences of women’s marginalization
to the cultural integrity and diversity of our society as a whole?

How is the rolling back of opportunities for women in media
related to the drop in independent Canadian production of the
same period?

What can we learn from women’s experiences in other
industries and professions that might shed valuable light on this?

Why is the situation in feature films – where female directors
hover at paltry 10% – so much worse than in television?

SEXMONEYMEDIA will base the analysis of factors and
questions affecting women’s position as creative leaders in the media
sector in a consideration of the kinds of content that women have
produced over the past three decades – in looking for trends and
considering case studies.
The Canadian policy context creates the imperative of drawing together
Canadian and international practitioners and experts to evaluate past
and current initiatives. While public policy in Canada has to some extent
supported underrepresented groups, there is a lack of action regarding
gender equity in employment in the media industries.
This event brings together generations of practitioners and scholars,
both those instrumental in forming past strategies intended to shift
the representation and presence of women decades earlier, and those
engaged in analyzing the contemporary position of women in media
or emerging as leaders in the media, cultural and ICT sectors. Only by
working together and using the collective expertise and passion from
across all sectors of research, art, government and industry can we
hope to re-write the future of women in our media.

SEXMONEYMEDIA OCT 14-16, 2010
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WOMEN IN VIEW SEXMONEYMEDIA
SEXMONEYMEDIA is the first major undertaking of Women in
View, a 21st century association of media artists, scholars, industry and
policy professionals committed to recharging the issue of gender equity
and cultural diversity in our media landscape; and to fostering effective,
informed, sustainable, action-based strategies across a broad spectrum
of production, policy and artistic arenas.

OUR MISSION
The mission of Women in View is the achievement of greater diversity,
vigour, originality, and cultural integrity in Canadian media, from
the standpoint of employment equity, creative authority and gender
representation.

OUR GOALS
s 4O RAISE AWARENESS OF THE EXTENT AND COSTS OF GENDER IMBALANCE IN
media industries; and of the social, cultural and economic value of a
media workforce that more closely mirrors its society and consumers;
s 4O INCREASE THE PRESENCE OF WOMEN FROM ALL CULTURAL COMMUNITIES IN ALL
media enterprises, particularly in positions of creative authority;
s 4o contribute to the creation of a more diverse, vigorous and
independent media landscape.
To achieve these goals, we have identified three primary objectives

Objective 1: Information-Gathering
s -AP THE STATUS OF WOMEN EMPLOYED BEHIND THE SCENES PARTICULARLY IN
positions of leadership and creation); and the representation of gender
on screen;
s 'ENERATE A CONSTRUCTIVE CROSS SECTOR DIALOGUE AND ANALYSIS OF THE
factors and dynamics inhibiting the full participation of women in
media industries; and their potential remedies;

Objective 2: Building Awareness
s 0ROMOTE GREATER AWARENESS OF THE CULTURAL SOCIAL ECONOMIC AND
political costs of gender inequity in the Canadian media sector, both to
the industries and to society at large.

Objective 3: Effecting Systemic Change
s $EVELOP A RANGE OF PRACTICAL EFFECTIVE AND SUSTAINABLE STRATEGIES TO
counter systemic obstacles to women’s full participation in media
creation, each tailored to specific facets of the art, industry, policy and
educational sphere.
s %NGENDER MULTI SECTOR PARTNERSHIPS AND COLLABORATIONS IN THE SERVICE
of these goals.
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At the heart of SEXMONEYMEDIA was the conviction that it was
critical to create an engaged and informed dialogue among four critical
media communities: the creators and labour; the industry; researchers
and scholars; and policy makers. Each of these groups has particular
expertise, perspectives and exigencies in media; and though their
mandates are deeply interdependent, there is too little dialogue among
them. Indeed, we encountered a series of challenges in arriving at format,
framework and even language of discourse that would allow us to create
a common ground. The results, we believe, will prove well worth the effort.
The sea change we are experiencing in the media universe presents
formidable challenges but also, potentially, unprecedented opportunities.
We are at a decisive moment. The decisions we make today, and the
values and goals inherent in them, will determine the quality of our media
and our lives for a long time to come.
We arrived at the following themes to guide and direct our discussions
over these two days:

Vision and Representation
This theme engages media creators in a dialogue about the presence
and absence of women’s vision behind the scenes and on-screen; and
explores the power of media creations to inform and influence society.
Media creators share insights based on their professional experiences as
media creators as as well as their personal views as consumers of media.

Cultural Labour and Markets
How can labour equity invigorate our media industries? Where is
there room for cultural and social considerations in these powerful,
commercially – driven marketplaces? When is an audience – local or
global - more than a market? How can bring to the fore the common
interests of industry and labour in creating a workplace that more closely
reflects and serves our diverse society.

The Unfolding Digital Universe
We are in the midst of a sea change. What opportunities and challenges
lie in our still-evolving digital arts and industries? These sessions
introduce some of the women who are blazing trails in every facet
of these new technologies and explore the potential for diversifying
the technological, creative and business models evolving with these
new media.

Remedies, Policies, and Strategies
Where would Canadian media arts be without government policy and
investment? How can we ensure that public investment in our media
industries and institutions increasingly reflects and serves a greater
diversity of Canadians?

SEXMONEYMEDIA OCT 14-16, 2010

The Closer

Kyra Sedgwick

Mondays at 9pm ET

3 Great Reasons to
Stay Home This Fall!
Rizzoli & Isles

Angie Harmon &
Sasha Alexander

Tuesdays at 10pm ET

The Big C

Laura Linney

Wednesdays at 10pm ET

Contact your local television service provider to subscribe to
Super Channel or visit www.superchannel.ca to find out more.

FACULTY OF

COMMUNICATION, ART
AND TECHNOLOGY
FCAT is the exciting intersection of communication, art, and technology. It is
what happens when creativity meets new technology, when science meets art,
when design encounters new media.
COMMUNICATION

TECHONE

CONTEMPORARY ARTS

PUBLISHING

INTERACTIVE ARTS + TECHNOLOGY

MASTERS OF DIGITAL MEDIA

WWW.FCAT.SFU.CA/

FCAT-QUESTIONS@SFU.CA

PHONE: 778-782-8790
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Congratulations to
all participants at
Women in View 2010
As a proud sponsoring partner of Women in View 2010,
OCAD University continues its nearly 135-year tradition
RIDGYDQFLQJWKHFDUHHUVRIZRPHQZRUNLQJLQWKHĺHOGV
of art, design and — more recently — digital media. At
OCADU, the art, technology, business and politics of
women in media couldn’t concern us more.
For more information check us out at www.ocad.ca

OCAD University
100 McCaul Street, Toronto
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OCTOBER 14
MASTER CLASSES
Interactive Storytelling

Presented by:

CFC Media Lab presents a Master Class on Interactive
Storytelling with Ana Serrano. This day-long session
will introduce you to the different forms of interactive
storytelling, taking you through a myriad of case studies from traditional
digital storytelling sites to interactive films. This day will culminate in an
intense deconstruction of the interactive film LATE FRAGMENT produced by
Serrano and Anita Lee from the National Film
Featuring: Ana Serrano, Director CFC Media Lab; Anita Lee, Producer, National
Film Board

The Director’s Toolkit:
A Practical Guide to Directing

Presented by:

This full-day session narrows in on the major elements
in a director’s critical skill set. Led by accomplished,
innovative directors Rachel Talalay and Ingrid Veninger this master class
integrates trade secrets from key team members (camera, lighting, sound,
post-production, distribtuion) designed to boost directorial skills and authority.
Featuring sessions with: Kelly-Ruth Mercier, Director & Workshop Facilitator;
Ingrid Veninger, Director; Rachel Talalay, Director; Mina Shum, Director

Visual Rights and Clearances

Presented by:

Elizabeth Klinck brings her acclaimed workshop to
Vancouver. Learn how to navigate the world of research
and clearances. Hear the latest on how to obtain, reduce
costs and limit risks using stock footage and stills. Areas
of discussion include the current rights marketplace, new frontiers in new
media, how to find the best sources of visual material and inexpensive
alternatives to expensive archival footage, how to document “due diligence”
or best effort, and how to avoid the pitfalls of expensive music licenses.
Featuring Elizabeth Klinck, Researcher

The Essential Questions of Script
Development - Part I

Presented by:

This session will give participants the tools to read
analytically and identify a clear path for script development.
The goal is to strengthen story and maintain its integrity while using craft
to move the script closer to its target audience. Participants will leave with

a set of analytical questions that will help them to penetrate the surface
of the scripts they read (or write), and create a plan for the dynamic and
effective development of their unique project.
Featuring Marguerite Pigott, Super Channel Creative Development Group Lead

The Essential Questions of Script
Development Part II: One on One
pitch sessions

Presented by:

Building on the principles discussed in the Essential Questions workshop,
Marguerite Pigott and Maureen Levitt (Super Channel Creative Development
Representative for Western Canada) will help shape and hone your stories and
pitches in half hour, one-on-one sessions based on your three page synopsis.
Featuring: Marguerite Pigott, Super Channel Creative Development Group Lead;
and Maureen Levitt, Super Channel Creative Development Representative for
Western Canada

Documentary Storytelling
Spend half a day with one of Canada’s most-acclaimed documentary
feature directors. Jennifer Baichwal will explore the art of storytelling in
the non-fiction medium, drawing on examples from past work to illustrate
the philosophy, challenges and structural issues of documentary practice.
Jennifer Baichwal is a multi-award winning director of extraordinarily
artistic documentaries, such as Paul Bowles: Let It Come Down,
Manufactured Landscapes and Act of God.
Featuring Jennifer Baichwal, Director

Behind the Scenes

Presented by:
Don’t miss this rare opportunity to sit down and speak
directly with working professionals in the camera and
publicity departments of Vancouver’s thriving film industry.
IATSE Local 669 union members will share their experience
about how they have developed their professional careers in film and
television and answer your questions about working in the industry.

Featuring: Publicist – Gloria Davies; Underwater DOP/Operator –
Braden Haggerty; Camera Operators – Allison Beda, Christina Kasperczyk;
Steadicam Operator – Tammy Jones; 2nd Assistant Camera – Katie Matheson
& Katie Weekley; Stills Photographers – Cate Cameron

SYMPOSIUM OPENING NIGHT
Opening Reception
6:00 pm to 7:00 pm, Vancity Theatre
1181 Seymour Street
Presented by:

Gala Film Screening MODRA
by Ingrid Veniger
7:00 pm, Vancity Theatre, 1181 Seymour Street
A special presentation in collaboration with The Vancouver International
Film Festival and Ernst & Young.
Presented by:

SEXMONEYMEDIA OCT 14-16, 2010
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OCTOBER 15
PLENARIES AND WORKSHOPS
Welcome

Aboriginal Screen Culture: What is it?

Rina Fraticelli, Executive Director, Women in View.

This panel discussion will unpack the evolving definition of Aboriginal
screen culture and locate the practice within dramatic film narratives.

Cheryl Geisler, Dean of the Faculty of Communication,
Arts & Technology, SFU.

Unveiling the New Normal
Rosalind Gill, Author & Professor of Social & Cultural Analysis,
Kings College, London – UK

After some impressive gains in the 1970s and 1980s, women’s position
in media and film industries is beginning to flat-line – or worse. In today’s
excitement about the new digital economy, we hear too little about this
in industries in which it has become completely normalized. Why is it so
difficult to speak about – let alone resist – gender inequalities? This talk
will draw on Professor Gill’s 25 years of research on gender and media to
raise questions and suggest answers to the knotty problems of
increasingly unspeakable inequalities.

Moderated by: Dana Claxton, University of British Columbia
Featuring:
Tantoo Cardinal, CM., Actress & Filmmaker
Shelly Niro, Filmmaker
Tracey Deer, filmmaker
Presented by:

Digital Generations: the Gaming
Industry & Games for Women

Where are the Women in the Content/
Technology Mash-up?

Women make up a growing number of the computer games audience,
joining a culture of early adopters who often modified games and
characters. Has the content of games changed to reach a female audience?
Do women and girls play differently than men or boys? Are women entering
the games development and design field in greater numbers? Are those
already in the field advancing and holding positions of greater influence?
This panel explores the creative, management and consumer experience of
women in games.

Sara Diamond, President, OCAD University

Moderated by: Kirsten Forbes, COO, Silicon Sisters Interactive

Presented by:

Ana Serrano, Director, CFC Media Lab
Michelle Perras, Director, Mobile Experience Innovation Centre, OCAD
Lynda Brown-Ganzert, CEO Zulume.com
Stephanie MacKendrick, President, Canadian Women
in Communications.
Sarah Prevette, CEO, Sprouter Inc.

A dramatic upheaval (technological, economic and cultural) is being
brought about by the digital revolution. There is technological change,
corporate consolidation, vertically integrated economic models and
increased contract labour. At the same time the boom of social media,
increased flexibility and an emphasis on creative skills provide
opportunities for women. As technology and content merge and ‘mash-up’
into new applications, women are in the majority of multi-media designers
and lead in digital marketing. However, it is still rare to find women leading
digital media companies. Can lessons be learned from the successful
‘geek-girls’ of the 1990’s to spur the success of women in new emerging
fields of digital content and media?
Presented by:

Featuring:
Brenda Bailey Gershkovitch, CEO, Silicon Sisters Interactive
Emma Westecott, Assistant Professor, OCAD University
Stacy Smith, Associate Professor of Entertainment, Annenberg School
for Communication – University of Southern California
Sarah Thomson, VP of Business Development for IUGO Mobile Entertainment
Presented by:

From Studio D to Reality TV:
From Community to Market
As the media universe gets more consolidated, there have been few places
set aside for women’s programming. This panel will explore the impact of
media consolidation on independent women’s programming today and
look at the tension between women as creator and audiences versus a
female market.
Moderated by: Tracey Friesen, NFB
Featuring:
Bonnie Klein, Filmmaker
Sylvia Hamilton, Filmmaker
Shari Graydon, Mediawatch

Plenary Sessions - Segal Graduate School of Business, Main Hall
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Presented by:

Gender and Media Financing

Please Adjust Your Set.

Women access public and private financing in fewer numbers than their male
counterparts, yet their participation is critical to a viable and diverse media
industry in Canada. What new avenues of business and policy do we need to
explore to encourage access to financing for women creators and producers?
This panel charts the flow of money available for emerging and alternative
media outside of the personal networks. Why is so much risk downloaded
onto creators today? How agile are the financial markets at assessing
cultural properties? What are the best ways to raise money for point of view
productions, either on the left or right? Or does money have no sex?

What are the possibilities for reorganizing independent media production
in Canada to more equitable, more original content? How can we take what
we know of the challenges posed by the current political economic climate
to engender new policies and practices to revive and re-energize our media
culture? Hear the latest research on the numbers and learn about some of
the strategies different organizations are taking to put women back in
the picture.

Moderated by: John Dippong, Interim Regional Director,
Business Development, Western Region – Telefilm Canada

Featuring:

Featuring:
Norm Bolen, President and CEO, CMPA
Christine Haebler, Screen Siren
Marguerite Pigott, Creative Development Group Lead, Super Channel
Annette Grot, TV and Motion Picture Group, Vancouver National Bank
of Canada
Presented by:

Presented by:
Madeline Di Nonno, Executive Director of See Jane
and The Geena Davis Institute on Gender in Media
Rita Deverell, CM., Broadcaster & Nancy’s Chair in
Women’s Studies, Mount St. Vincent University
Marquise Lepage, Filmmaker & President, Réalisatrices Équitables
Jacqueline Levitin, Filmmaker, Professor (SFU)
Sophie Bissonnette, Documentary Filmmaker

What Lies Ahead: A Conversation with
Independent Feature Directors

Moving Labour:
Women and Labour Collectives
Given the freelance nature of film and television production in Canada that
is overwhelmingly organized around the independent production model,
workplace policy often falls to the responsibility of unions through collective
bargaining or member services. What role/responsibility do the unions
representing women in the Canadian film and television industry, both on
and off screen, have in promoting gender equity in the workplace?
How well are unions representing their female members in the workplace?
Moderated by: Amanda Coles, McMaster University
Featuring:
Mimi Wolch, Senior Business Agent,
DGC Ontario District Council
Christine Willes, Chair of ACTRA,
National Women’s Committee
Lise Lareau, President, Canadian Media Guild
Julia Neville, International Representative,
IATSE West Coast Canadian Office
Catherine Murray, Simon Fraser University
Gigi Boyd, Vice-President, Industrial Relations – CMPA

Moderated by: Sharon McGowan, Filmmaker, Chair,
Film Production Program at UBC

Presented by:

Moderated by: Kay Armatage, Filmmaker, Professor, University of Toronto
Featuring:
Presented by:
Jennifer Baichwal, Director, Manufactured
Landscapes
Sara McIntyre, Director, Two Indians Talking
Loretta Todd, Director, The People Go On
Mina Shum, Director, Double Happiness

Culture and Commerce in the Digital Age:
A Conversation with Canada’s
Leading Women.
Trina McQueen, OC., Broadcast Journalist & former President of CTV Inc.
Rita Deverell, CM., Broadcaster & Nancy’s Chair in
Women’s Studies, Mount St. Vincent University
Rita Cugini, Commissioner, CRTC Ontario Region
Valerie Creighton, President & CEO, Canadian Media Fund

Moving Past Training
Women are enrolling in record numbers in media training, but the
participation of women in the media workforce is still far below what
enrollment levels would suggest. This panel will explore the disconnect
between training and production funding – why training for women isn’t
translating into employment or green lights for women’s projects.

Join us for a rare dialogue with some of Canada’s leading women in media
as they discuss their careers, and the challenge of balancing the forces of
the market with our desire for art and public culture as Canada develops
its digital economic strategy. Access to our stories, screens and markets
lies at the heart of our national interest in public media policy. In this time
of unprecedented change, how can the Canadian public media institutions
support innovation and economic success in the cultural industries while still
protecting a media that is equitable, diverse, and accessible to all Canadians?

Presented by:

Moderated by: Liz Shorten, Managing Vice-President, CMPA – BC
Featuring:
Carol Whiteman, President & CEO,
Creative Women Workshops Association
Ana Serrano, Director, CFC Media Lab

Presented by:

Plenary Sessions - Segal Graduate School of Business, Main Hall
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OCTOBER 16
PLENARIES AND WORKSHOPS
YouTube: The Highs and Lows of
User-Generated Digital Possibilities
Alexandra Juhasz, Producer & Professor of Media Studies, Pitzer College
Known as the poster-child for freedom of expression and the democratizing
possibilities afforded by user-generated digital content, YouTube provides
free access to production and distribution of media while withholding other
functionality sorely needed for meaningful personal and communal expression
and activism. Feminist media has long made demands for expanded access
alongside the growing of community, goals, history and literacy. Juhasz will
offer lessons from her current work as a scholar and teacher on YouTube,
and as producer of the micro-budget collective lesbian feature, The Owls
(Cheryl Dunye 2010), as examples of the highs and lows of user-generated,
feminist digital possibility.

Presented by:

Close to the Machine: Women as Inventors –
Strategies and Case Studies
Although small in numbers there are women inventors behind the scenes
in the digital revolution. How do models of technology development such as
open source offer opportunities or challenges for technology development?
How can gender difference provide valuable perspectives on technologies
before these are released into use? In an era where technology and content
are closely intertwined how can we insure that women are “close to the
machine”?
Moderated by: Sara Diamond, President, OCAD University
Featuring:
Elizabeth Churchill, Senior Researcher, Yahoo!
Jutta Treviranus, OCAD University
Sarah Prevette, CEO, Sprouter Inc.

Presented by:

International Filmmakers

Bringing the Future into Focus:
Changing Gender Stereotyping on Screen
Madeline Di Nonno, Executive Director of See Jane and
The Geena Davis Institute on Gender in Media
Stacy Smith, Associate Professor of Entertainment at the Annenberg
School for Communication at the University of Southern California
This is a rare opportunity to learn about the trailblazing work of the Geena
Davis Institute on Gender in Media and its programming arm See Jane, which
engages film and television creators to dramatically increase the percentages
of female characters and reduce gender stereotyping in media made for
children 11 and under. The Institute is dedicated to changing the way media
represents women and girls, to encouraging media to present and investigate
issues of grave importance to women , and to use a “gender” lens when
reporting. Lead researcher Dr. Stacy Smith will unveil the findings of the
Institute’s current research.

Presented by:

Critics agree that female directors are “punching above their weight” when
given the opportunity to work. So, why are film and television productions
created by female directors still so rare? Directors explore the opportunities for
independent feature length drama in the current global media environment.

Moderated by: Kay Armatage, Filmmaker, Professor, University of Toronto
Featuring:
Ning Ying, Filmmaker, China
Rachel Talalay, Filmmaker
Mercy Murugi, Producer, Hot Sun Films, Nairobi
Ingrid Veninger, Director

Presented by:

Policy Matters
This session begins with the assumption that screen policies today are
fragmenting in response to a host of global and local pressures; and that, as a
result, public engagement with cultural policies is eroding. We look at current
modes of policy development in light of these market pressures, and ask what
changes are needed to reflect the interests of women creators.

Moderated by: Catherine Murray, Chair of Women & Gender Studies,
Simon Fraser University

Plenary Sessions - Segal Graduate School of Business, Main Hall
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Featuring:
Leslie Regan Shade, Concordia University
Rosalind Gill, King’s College, London
Barri Cohen, Filmmaker, Producer
Juliet Smith, Entertainment Lawyer, Fraser Milner Casgrain
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Presented by:

FAST FACTS:
Real Lives: Reel Women of Chinese Cinema
In the last decade, women directors in China have experienced situations quite
different from their “sisters” of the previous generations. Their access to means
of film production is following a more checkered, serendipitous path – in which
issues of fundraising, co-production, political and economic censorship and
the international market play a major part. Moreover, the definition of “woman”
they are presenting through complex, multilayered characters reflects a singular
vision as well as the tremendous changes of the condition of women in Chinese
society since the 1990s.

Moderated by: Bérénice Reynaud, California Institute of the Arts
Featuring:

Presented by:

Louisa Wei, Filmmaker, City University, Hong Kong
Helen Leung, Simon Fraser University
Ning Ying, Filmmaker, China
Kong Shuyu, Simon Fraser University

Light Paths: Women, Art & Technology
Women artists are some of the most dynamic contributors to the digital arts.
Through historical case studies we examine the wide-ranging and specific
nature of their contributions, whether through the work of Aboriginal artists,
early “cyber feminism” or integration with the early days of technology invention.
If they were there then, where are women digital artists now?

Moderated by: Sara Diamond, President, OCAD University
Featuring:
Donna Cox, University of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign
Cheryl l’Hirondelle, University of East London
Caroline Langill, OCAD University
Dot Tuer, OCAD University

Presented by:

:RUNDQG3URÀWLQWKH3RUQRJUDSK\,QGXVWU\
new issues in a digital age
This panel will be concerned with the conditions of labour in the industry
as well as the rights of performers to control representations and to own
intellectual property in the productions they participate in. Given the vast
and growing size of the industry, and its constantly innovative approach to
electronic distribution and to self-production, this is a much needed change
of focus. An emphasis on production versus a “debate” framed as neoliberal
and libertarian arguments for unlimited “consumer sovereignty” versus
(ineffective) attempts at censorship, is an important step in understanding
the industry, seeing how its labour and distribution innovation influences
other cultural industries, and ultimately to recognizing the rights of its
workers including performers.
Moderated by: Alison Beale, Professor, Simon Fraser University
Featuring:
Rebecca Sullivan, University of Calgary
Karen Boyle, University of Glasgow

Presented by:
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In 2009 women bought a higher percentage of movie
tickets (55%) than they represent of the population
(51%), and more than men buy (45%), and represent
a higher percentage of movie-goers.
MPAA “Theatrical Market Statistics, 2009” www.mpaa.org

“Several studies from a broad spectrum of
organizations—including Catalyst, Columbia
University, McKinsey, Goldman Sachs and The
Conference Board of Canada—have examined the
relationship between corporate financial performance
and women in leadership roles. Their undisputed
conclusion is that having more women at the top
improves financial performance”.
From “Groundbreakers: Using the Strength of Women to rebuild the
world economy., Ernst & Young, 2010

Women comprised 16% of all directors, executive
producers, producers, writers, cinematographers,
and editors working on the top 250 domestic
grossing films during 2008, representing a decline of
3 percentage points from 2001 and an increase of
one percentage point from 2007.
2009 Celluloid Ceiling Report, Dr. Martha Lauzen.

Across 150 G-rated films......the percentage of
females in 2006-09 is only 2.7% higher than the
percentage of females in 1990-95 films! Also shown
in Table 2, little deviation in the percentage of females
in film occurred across popular PG and PG-13
movies. Despite the United States being declared
recently “A Woman’s Nation,” our findings show that
the “reel” world of cinematic content – particularly in
family films -- is still nothing more than a boy’s club.
Gender On Screen and Behind the Camera in Family Films. Smith &
Choueiti. USC Anneneberg School of Communications and Journalism.
Geena Davis Foundation for Gender in Media
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KAY ARMATAGE
Kay Armatage is a filmmaker, co-editor of
the book Gendering the Nation: Canadian
Women’s Cinema (1999), and professor of
Women’s Studies and Cinema Studies at the
University of Toronto. From 1983-2004, she was
an international programmer for the Toronto
International Film Festival and Vice-Chair of the
Ontario Arts Council, 1991-1997.

JENNIFER BAICHWAL
Jennifer Baichwal is one of the co-founders of
Mercury Films Inc., and has been directing and
producing award-winning documentaries for
14 years. Her works include: Let it Come Down:
The Life of Paul Bowles (1999), The Holier it Gets
(2000), The True Meaning of Pictures (2003), and
Act of God (2008). Notably, her feature length
documentary Manufactured Landscapes (2006) –
a co-production between Mercury Films, Foundry
Films and the National Film Board – premiered at
TIFF in 2006 to great critical acclaim, and went
on to win several awards including the Genie for
Best Feature Documentary in 2007.

BRENDA BAILEY
GERSHKOVITCH
Brenda Bailey Gershkovitch
is the CEO of Silicon Sisters
Interactive, a female focused
studio building games for Women and Girls.
Launched in May 2010, the studio will bring
three games to market in fall 2010. She is the
Chair of Women in Games Vancouver, a board
member of the Canadian Video Game Awards and
an Advisory Board member of GDC Canada.

ALISON BEALE
Dr. Beale is the Director of SFU’s School of
Communication and a co-director of the Centre
for Policy Studies on Culture and Communities.
Her research includes publications on gender
perspectives on cultural policy in Canadian and
international contexts. She recently co-authored
“Towards a New Cultural Policy Profile: A
Canadian Contribution” (UNESCO, 2009), and
on Canada for the “Global Report on Women in
the News Media” (International Women’s Media
Foundation,2009).

SOPHIE BISSONETTE
Sophie Bissonnette is an award winning
documentary filmmaker and founding member of
Realisatrices Equitables. Her first film “A Wives’
Tale”(1981) won Best Feature from

the Association of Quebec Critics. Her latest
film (2007), “SEXY INC. OUR CHILDREN UNDER
INFLUENCE”, won the UNICEF Prize at the Japan
Prize Contest. Her new film “Staying Real:
Teens Confront Sexual Stereotypes” will
premiere this fall.

NORM BOLEN
Norm Bolen is currently the President and CEO
of the Canadian Media Production Association
(CMPA), formerly the CFTPA, based in Ottawa.
He is also the former Executive Vice President,
Content, for Alliance Atlantis Communications
and was responsible for programming on thirteen
networks.

GIGI BOYD
A Gemini and Leo award
winning Producer (“Elijah”),
Gigi Boyd has had a wide range
of experience working in the
Canadian Film & Television industry. Recently
hired as the Vice President of Industrial Relations,
CMPA – BC Gigi’s background includes Producer
roles on Canadian series such as “Cold Squad”
(Seasons I – VII), “Godiva’s” (I & II), “Exes &
Ohs” (I & II) and “The Guard”. She is a former
Manager of Business Affairs and Director of the
Television Unit for the Western office of Telefilm
Canada, a graduate of the Canadian Film Centre
Producer Program, an inaugural winner of the
Banff Next Media TV 360 Team Award and has
been Vice-Chair of the Shaw Rocket Fund for the
past ten years.

TANTOO CARDINAL
Tantoo Cardinal is a Canadian actress and has
appeared in a number of memorable films
in Canada and the US. She has appeared in
Dances with Wolves (1990), Black Robe (1991),
Legends of the Fall (1994). In 1996 she was
recognized for her performance as Betty Moses
in the television program North of 60. Maclean’s
magazine named her actress of the year in 1991
and in 1993 she was awarded an honorary
Doctorate of Fine Arts from the University of
Rochester. Cardinal was appointed a member of
the Order of Canada in 2009.

ELIZABETH CHURCHILL
Dr Elizabeth Churchill is a Principal Research
Scientist and manager of the Internet
Experiences group at Yahoo! Research. She has
co-edited 5 books and has published within the
areas of theoretical and applied psychology,
cognitive science, human computer interaction
and computer supported cooperative work. She
is the current Vice President of the Association
of Computing Machinery’s (ACM) Special Interest
Group on Computer Human Interaction (SigCHI).

DANA CLAXTON
Dana Claxton formerly held the Ruth Wynn
Woodward Endowed Chair in the Department of
Gender, Sexuality, and Women’s Studies at Simon
Fraser University, and was recently appointed
as an Assistant Professor in Visual Art in the
Department of Art History, at the University of
British Columbia.

KAREN BOYLE

AMANDA COLES

Karen Boyle is a Senior Lecturer in Film &
Television Studies at the University of Glasgow
(UK). She is the editor of Everyday Pornography
(Routledge, 2010), author of Media & Violence:
Gendering the Debates (Sage, 2005), and
has published many articles on aspects of
feminist media studies, gender, violence and
representation.

Amanda Coles specializes in Canadian
cultural policy with a specific focus on
workers in the cultural sector. Her doctoral
dissertation in Comparative Public Policy in the
Department of Political Science at McMaster
University examines the role that film and
television unions play in the development
of policy and regulatory frameworks for the
Canadian English-language independent film and
television production sector.

LYNDA BROWN-GANZERT
As CEO of zuluMe, Lynda is
helping smart phones get
smarter. Over 20 years, Lynda
has pioneered digital media
initiatives that have contributed to the Canadian
motherboard. She sits on the boards of SFU and
the Vancouver International Film Festival. She is
past National President of Wired Woman Society
and was named a top 40 under 40.

BARRI COHEN
Barri Cohen is an award-winning documentary
filmmaker, writer and tv series producer. Her
credits include series such as Crimes of Passion,
Stories of Mothers & Daughters, and the Gemini
nominated and award-winning Family Dance,
Heartbeats, and Situation Critical, and her her
recent NFB enviro-doc, Toxic Trespass (2007).
Barri is the current editorial chair of Point of
View Magazine.
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DONNA COX
Donna Cox serves as Professor of Art and
Design and as Director of both the eDream
Institute (Emerging Digital Research and
Education in Arts Media) and the Advanced
Visualization Laboratory of the National Center
for Supercomputing Applications at the University
of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign. She is a
recognized leader in the fields of computer art
and scientific visualization.

VALERIE CREIGHTON
Valerie Creighton, President
and CEO of the Canada Media
Fund, has over thirty years of
experience in leading cultural
organizations. Previously, she was the CEO
and Film Commissioner for the SaskFilm. Ms.
Creighton holds a Bachelor of Fine Arts from
the University of Regina and a Management
Development Diploma for Arts Administrators
from the Banff School of Management.

RITA CUGINI
RITA CUGINI is the Regional
Commissioner for the CRTC
Ontario Region. She has
an excellent record as a
broadcasting executive with wide experience in
regulatory affairs, business development and
external relations. Most recently she has served
as Vice President, Public and Government Affairs,
with Alliance Atlantis. She represented Alliance
Atlantis on the Task Force for Cultural Diversity
on Television, and developed and implemented
the Alliance Atlantis Corporate Diversity Plan.

TRACEY DEER
Tracey Deer is an award-winning Mohawk
filmmaker who has focused her work on
exploring current Aboriginal realities. Her most
recent feature documentary, Club Native, won
two Gemini awards in 2009. She has worked in
both documentary and fiction, with many projects
currently on the go. She obtained her B.A. from
Dartmouth College in 2000.

RITA DEVERELL
Rita Deverell is the co-founder
of Vision TV, and the current
Nancy’s Chair in Women’s
Studies at Mount St. Vincent
University. Dr. Deverell is also an adjudicatorat-large for the Canadian Broadcast Standards
Council and a board member of the Media
Awareness Network. Dr. Deverell has also been
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recognized for her work by the Maclean’s Honour
Roll of Outstanding Canadians and was inducted
into the Canadian Association of Broadcasters
Hall of Fame. She was awarded the prestigious
Order of Canada in 2005.

MADELINE DI NONNO
Madeline Di Nonno is the
Executive Director of The Geena
Davis Institute on Gender in
Media and See Jane. She
brings over 25 years experience in media,
marketing and business development in the
entertainment, digital media and consumer
packaged goods industries.

SARA DIAMOND
Dr. Sara Diamond is the
President of OCAD University.
She holds degrees in
Computer Science, Digital
Media, Communications and History. She sits on
the boards of NCE GRAND, Interactive Ontario,
ORION, and the Toronto Arts Council Foundation.
She is a member of the Minister’s Advisory
Council on Arts & Culture (Ontario). Diamond
created the renowned Banff New Media Institute
(BNMI) in 1995 and led it until coming to Toronto
in 2005. In 2007 she was named one of Canada’s
fifty most significant artists as part of the Canada
Council’s fiftieth anniversary celebration

JOHN DIPPONG
John Dippong is the Interim
Regional Director, Business
Development for the Western
Region. John joined Telefilm
Canada in 1997 after having been involved in
feature film production, film festival organization
and programming. He has taken on roles of
increasing responsibility since joining Telefilm,
including Regional Feature Film Executive for
the past 12 years. In his current role, John is
responsible for identifying and implementing
regional strategies, partnerships and special
initiatives which respond to Telefilm Canada’s
business development objectives to build a
vibrant audiovisual industry in Western Canada.

has participated in collective bargaining, served
two-terms as Vice-President Communications and
President for ACTRA Toronto, and served three
terms as the National Treasurer. Downey is only
the second woman to be elected ACTRA’s National
President in the organization’s 66-year history.

ZOÉ DRUICK
Zoé Druick is Associate Professor in the School
of Communication, Simon Fraser University, and
is currently the Undergraduate Chair. Her work
focuses on the interrelationship of documentary
film and educational media with discourses and
practices of democracy.

KIRSTEN FORBES
Kirsten Forbes has been making videogames
since 1997. As Executive Producer at Radical
Entertainment she shipped 11 high-profile
console titles including the multi-million sellers
CSI and Crash Bandicoot. Kirsten recently
partnered with Brenda Bailey-Gerschkovitch to
launch Silicon Sisters Interactive, Vancouver’s
first female led game development studio, where
she is the C.O.O.

RINA FRATICELLI
Women in View/
SEXMONEYMEDIA
executive director, Rina Fraticelli
brings to this position a wealth
of experience in Canadian media, theatre and
publishing. As an independent filmmaker she
has produced a rich catalogue of award-winning
documentaries and arts films. She was Executive
Producer of Studio D, the NFB’s ground-breaking
women’s studio; and from, 2002-2007 of the
Pacific and Yukon Studio of the NFB.
She has helmed numerous initiatives on the
status of women and authored the influential
study, The Status of Women in Canadian
Theatre, for the Status of Women Canada and
the Applebaum-Hebert Report. She recently
published “Would I Ever Like to Work: The
Working Mothers Films and the Construction of
Community,” in Challenge for Change: Activist
Documentary at the National Film Board (McGillQueen’s University Press 2010).

FERNE DOWNEY

TRACEY FRIESEN

Ferne Downey is the national president of the
Alliance of Canadian Cinema, Television and Radio
Artists (ACTRA). Downey has worked for 28 years
in theatre, radio, television and film, as well as
a producer. She has been involved with ACTRA
as an elected representative for 18 years, and

Tracey Friesen is the executive producer at the
National Film Board’s Pacific & Yukon Centre,
which recently relocated to the landmark
Woodward’s district. In this capacity, she works
with the independent community to create
innovative and socially relevant documentaries,
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animation and original digital content. Tracey
has credits on over two dozen projects, including
‘Carts of Darkness’, ‘Finding Farley’ and ‘Force
of Nature: The David Suzuki Movie’, a major coproduction with E1.

CHERYL GEISLER
Cheryl Geisler is Professor of
Interactive Arts and Technology
at Simon Fraser University
where she serves as the
inaugural Dean of the Faculty of Communication,
Art and Technology. Geisler received her PhD in
Rhetoric from Carnegie Mellon University, and
has written extensively on the nature of texts,
especially those mediated by new technologies.
Her most recent work focuses on the promotion
of women to the rank of full professor.

ROSALIND GILL
Rosalind Gill is Professor of
Social and Cultural Analysis at
the Centre for Culture, Media
and Creative Industries at
King’s College, London. She is the author of 5
books and more than 60 scholarly articles and
book chapters. Her book Gender and the Media
won the International Gender and Language
Association’s prize in 2010.

SHARI GRAYDON
Shari Graydon is an awardwinning author and activist.
A former newspaper
columnist, TV producer and
commentator for CBC radio and TV, she also
taught communications at SFU, served as press
secretary to a BC premier, and waspresident of
MediaWatch for nine years. In 2007 she received
the Governor General’s Award in Commemoration
of the Persons’ Case.

CHRISTINE HAEBLER
Christine is an award-winning
producer with many acclaimed
films to her credit. She earned
a Best Motion Picture Genie
nomination for her first producing venture,
HARD CORE LOGO starring Callum Rennie and
Hugh Dillon. In 2006 she Exec produced the mini
series entitled TERMINAL CITY for the UK’s
FILM FOUR and Movie Central. In 2010 she
produced DAYDREAM NATION which premiered
at TIFF 2010.

SYLVIA D. HAMILTON
Hamilton is an acclaimed Nova
Scotian filmmaker known for
her documentary films as well
as her publications and public
presentations. Her films include
Black Mother Black Daughter, Speak It! From
the Heart of Black Nova Scotia and Portia White:
Think On Me. She has won a Gemini, the Japan
Prize, the CBC Pioneer Award and the National
Trail Blazer Expression Award. She was cocreator of NFB-Studio D’s New Initiatives in Film
Program (NIF) and was Chair of the Women in
Media Foundation.

BONNIE KLEIN
Director of award-winning
documentary films in the
NFB’s Challenge for Change
Programme and a key
member of Studio D, where she directed many
feminist films including the infamous NOT A
LOVE STORY: A Film about Pornography. After
surviving a brainstem stroke in 1987, she wrote
SLOW DANCE, co-founded KickstART Festivals
of Disability Arts and Culture, and directed
SHAMELESS: The Art of Disability.

ALEXANDRA JUHASZ
Dr. Alexandra Juhasz is
Professor of Media Studies at
Pitzer College, and producer
of the 2010 feature The Owls.
She is the author of AIDS TV: Identity, Community
and Alternative Video (Duke University Press,
1995), Women of Vision: Histories in Feminist
Film and Video (University of Minnesota Press,
2001), and many others.

ELIZABETH KLINCK
Elizabeth Klinck is a Producer, Researcher and
Clearance Specialist on numerous award-winning
Canadian, American and British documentary
films. She is the founding chairperson of the Visual
Researchers’ Society of Canada, and a member
of the Documentary Organization of Canada and
WIFT-Toronto. In 2008, she became the first
Canadian to win FOCAL International’s Lifetime
Achievement Award.

SHUYU KONG
Shuyu Kong is associate
professor in the Department of
Humanities and Asia-Canada
Program at Simon Fraser
University. She teaches Chinese literature, film
and popular media. She is currently working on

projects on Chinese TV drama and ethnic Chinese
media in Canada.
Shuyu has published numerous articles in Positions;
China Journal, and Asian Cinema, and she is the
author of Consuming Literature: Bestsellers and
the Commercialization of Literary Production in
Contemporary China (Stanford UP, 2005)

CAROLINE LANGILL
Caroline Seck Langill is a writer,
artist, and independent curator
who occupies the dual positions
of Associate Dean in the Faculty
of Art and Interim Chair of the Digital Futures
Initiative at OCAD University in Toronto.

LISE LAREAU
Lise Lareau is president of the
Canadian Media Guild, which
represents 6,000 employees and
freelancers across the country,
including those at the Canadian Broadcasting
Corporation, the Canadian Press, TVO, TFO, APTN,
Thomson Reuters, CW Television and ZoomerTV.
She became Guild president following 15 years as
a TV producer at CBC. She writes a regular blog
on the media industry (linked from her union’s
web site at www.cmg.ca) and has had a front row
seat on the many changes in the media industry
for the past decade.

ANITA LEE
Anita Lee is a producer at the NFB and has
produced an award-winning slate of feature
documentaries and dramas including The
Bodybuilder and I, FLicKeR, Tiger Spirit, Heaven
on Earth, and Act of Dishonour. Lee has also been
a lead producer of interactive projects at the NFB
and produced Late Fragment, a groundbreaking
interactive film with Ana Serrano of the CFC New
Media Lab.

MARQUISE LEPAGE
Marquise Lepage has directed numerous
critically acclaimed films, including: Mary in the
City (Marie s’en va-t-en Ville, 1987), A Ray of
Sunshine Between Two Clouds (Un soleil entre
deux nuages, 1989), A King’s Feast (La fête
des Rois, 1994), The Lost Garden (1995), Of
Hopscotch and Little Girls (1999) and The Red
and The Black, Slavery in New France (2005).
Toys, Boys and the Big Blue Marble ( 2007) and
Martha of the North (2009). She is now writing
her third long feature fiction screenplay: The film
of a lifetime.
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TELUS
INTERACTIVE ART
& ENTERTAINMENT
PROGRAM
Think your ideas are farfetched?
Think again. There’s no limit to what
you can create at the Canadian Film
Centre Media Lab. It’s a five-month
intensive collaborative program
where you will learn from some of
the best in the interactive business.
To see what your future holds,
visit us at cfccreates.com

THANKS TO
TELUS

Government Of Ontario

Corus Entertainment
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HELEN LEUNG
Helen Hok-Sze Leung is an Associate Professor of
Gender, Sexuality and Women’s Studies at Simon
Fraser University. She has published widely on
queer cinema and is the author of Undercurrents:
Queer Culture and Postcolonial Hong Kong (UBC
Press, 2008) and Farewell My Concubine: A Queer
Classic (Arsenal Pulp Press, 2010).

JACQUELINE LEVITIN
Dr. Jacqueline Levitin is a filmmaker and film
historian in the School for the Contemporary
Arts and Gender, Sexuality, and Women’s Studies
departments at Simon Fraser University. She is
the co-editor of Women Filmmakers: Refocusing
(2003), a collection of new writing by women
filmmakers, critics and theorists. Her current
project, a website about women in Vancouver’s
changing Downtown Eastside, brings together
her several years of filming in the neighborhood.

MAUREEN LEVITT
Since 2007, Maureen Levitt has been Super
Channel’s Creative Development Representative
for Western Canada. Prior to that, she was the
Western Regional Manager and Commissioning
Editor for Vision TV.

CHERYL L’HIRONDELLE
Cheryl L’Hirondelle is an award winning nomadic
& mixed blood multi/interdisciplinary artist,
singer/songwriter and curator whose creative
practice is an investigation of the junction of a
Cree worldview in contemporary time and space.
She currently is a member of OCAD’s Indigenous
Education Council and is the guest New Media
advisor and curator for imagineNATIVE Film +
Media Arts Festival.

STEPHANIE
MACKENDRICK
For more than 30 years,
Stephanie MacKendrick has
been a key player in Canada’s
communications industry, from print and
broadcast journalism to senior communications
roles and association management.
Stephanie is President of Canadian Women in
Communications, a post she has held since
1996. In July 2010, Stephanie was admitted
to the Freedom of the City of London, UK and
in November 2010, she will be inducted into
Canada’s Telecom Hall of Fame in recognition of
her longstanding advocacy on behalf of women
in the communications and telecom sectors.

SHARON MCGOWAN

SARA MCINTRYE
Sara McIntyre has had
successful careers as a Casting
Director and Communications
Specialist, producing a script
reading series, and serving as President of
WIFTV. Her directorial debut was an awardwinning comedic short film, “My Father’s an
Actor”, produced through Crazy8s. Sara believes
that storytelling is the single most powerful
tool for creating a future worth living in. “Two
Indians Talking” marks her debut as a feature
film director.

TRINA MCQUEEN
Trina McQueen is Adjunct
Professor in the Arts and Media
Department of Schulich School
of Business, York University. She
has been President and COO of CTV Inc., founding
President of the Discovery Channel, and head of
News, Current Affairs and Newsworld for CBC.
She has been named to the Canadian Film and
Television Hall of Fame and the Canadian News
Hall of Fame. For her services to the industry, she
was made an Officer of the Order of Canada.

KELLY-RUTH MERCIER
Kelly-Ruth holds an M.F.A. (Directing) and a B.A.
(Acting). She’s an award-winning film director
and producer, including the MPPIA/Whistler Film
Festival Award with “MOVE OUT CLEAN” and the
DGC-BC/BC Film “Kickstart” Directing Prize with
“NO ONE KNOWS YOU LIKE YOUR MOTHER” for
which she was awarded the Leo Award for Best
Screenwriting. She is a graduate of Women in
the Director’s Chair program.

MERCY MURUGI
Mercy Murugi is a producer who’s work includes
networks such as National Geographic, Discovery
Channel, BBC, amongst other global production
houses and TV channels. She is a trustee of the
Hot Sun Foundation. She has also been working
on putting together her project on a Kenyan
indigenous tribe, the Ogiek, a hunter/gatherer
community, whom she plans to teach how to
make films about themselves. Mercy is also the
Producer on the award winning fictional film,
Togetherness Supreme, now showing at VIFF.
She is the Secretary and one of the founding
members of Women in Film and TV –Kenya
(WIFT-Kenya), the Kenya Chapter of Women in
Film and TV International.

Sharon McGowan is a
documentary writer and director
and an independent producer of
award winning feature-length
fiction films (Saint Monica, Better than Chocolate,
The Lotus Eaters). McGowan has an MFA in
Film Studies and is an Associate Professor at the
University of British Columbia where she is also
Chair of the Film Production Program.

CATHERINE MURRAY
Catherine Murray is Professor in
the School of Communication,
Co- Director of the Centre for
Policy Studies on Culture and
Communities and an associate
of the Masters’ of Public Policy Program at Simon
Fraser University. From 2009-2012, she will be
the Chair of the Department of Gender, Sexuality,
and Women’s Studies at SFU.

MARSHA NEWBERY
Marsha Newbery is the
Managing Director of
SEXMONEYMEDIA. She
is also currently pursuing
her PhD at Simon Fraser University, School of
Communications. In addition to her academic
work, Marsha is an accomplished producer with
numerous documentary awards. Her most recent
credits include “The Rock & Roll Kid” (CBC), “Tailor
Made” (CBC), and the television movie “Playing for
Keeps” (CTV).

SHELLEY NIRO
Shelley Niro is a member of the
Six Nations Reserve, Mohawk,
Turtle Clan. Niro was born in
Niagara Falls, NY, 1954. She
graduated from the Ontario College of Art with
honours in visual arts. She received her MFA
from the University of Western Ontario. In 2001,
she became an Eiteljorg recipient at the Museum
of Western and Indian Arts, Indiana, Indianapolis.
She has participated in the Women in The
Director’s Chair Program at the Banff Centre for
the Arts, 2003.
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SPEAKER BIOS
JULIA NEVILLE
Julia Neville is a Vancouverbased International
Representative for the IATSE, the
union representing technicians,
artisans and craftspersons in the entertainment
industry. Prior to 2008, Julia was a Production
Manager in film and television. Her credits
include “Da Vinci’s Inquest”, “In The Land Of
Women”, “Chaos Theory”, “Are We Done Yet?”,
“The Andromeda Strain” and “Desolation Sound”.

MICHELL PERRAS
Michele Perras is the Director of the Mobile
Experience Innovation Centre, a non-profit
organization dedicated to design leadership,
applied research and innovation in Canada’s mobile
industry. Over the past decade, Michele has worked
with a wide range of organizations in academia,
the non-profit and private sectors. Her background
is in material culture and goldsmithing, and she
is sessional faculty at OCAD University. She has
spoken at international conferences on mobile and
locative media, entrepreneurialism and design,
Michele is a co-founder of the Toronto chapter of the
acclaimed Ignite! speaker series, and has produced
conferences across North America.

MARGUERITE PIGOTT
Marguerite Pigott is Super Channel’s Creative
Development Group Lead. She is also a
consultant focusing on story development,
project marketability and production financing,
and the President of Megalomedia Productions
Inc. Marguerite Pigott was Vice President of
Development and Production at Odeon Films,
an Alliance Atlantis Company. She Executive
Produced Saint Ralph, Fubar, Waydowntown,
Flower and Garnet and many other feature films.

SARAH PREVETTE
Named by Inc Magazine as
one of North America’s top
young entrepreneurs, Sarah
Prevette has captured attention
as a passionate web pioneer. Long immersed
in the start-up community, Prevette has robust
familiarity with the common pitfalls of early
stage start-ups and the tips and tools that foster
success. Prevette is the founder of Sprouter, an
online collaboration tool facilitating knowledge
exchange between start-ups and business
leaders.
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STACY L. SMITH

LESLIE REGAN SHADE
Leslie Regan Shade is an
Associate Professor in the
Department of Communication
Studies, Concordia University,
Montreal. She is the author of Gender and
Community in the Social Construction of the
Internet (Peter Lang, 2002), and co-editor
of Feminist Interventions in International
Communication (with Katharine Sarikakis,
Rowman & Littlefield, 2008), two volumes in
Communications in the Public Interest (edited
with Marita Moll, Canadian Centre for Policy
Alternatives) and with Moll, For Sale to the
Highest Bidder: Telecom Policy in Canada (CCPA,
2008). She is a former President of the Canadian
Communication Association.

BÉRÉNICE REYNAUD
Bérénice Reynaud is the author of Nouvelles
Chines, nouveaux cinémas and Hou Hsiaohsien’s “A City of Sadness”. A correspondent for
the San Sebastian International Film Festival and
The Viennale, she is Co-Curator of the film series
at REDCAT (CalArts multimedia theater). She
teaches at the California Institute of the Arts.

ANA SERRANO
Ana Serrano is the Director of CFC Media Lab, a
world-renowned new media research, training
and production facility created in 1997 at
Norman Jewison’s CFC (Canadian Film Centre).
Named one of Canada’s 100 Canadians to
watch in McLean’s Magazine, as Director of CFC
Media Lab, she provides strategic leadership,
fiscal development, program design and
creative direction for all of the Centre’s new
media initiatives, including the development
and production of a diverse range of critically
acclaimed interactive narrative prototypes.

LIZ SHORTEN
Prior to joining the CMPA-BC
in 2009 as the Managing Vice
President, Operations and
Member Services, Liz was
President of Media Skillset Consulting. Liz has
contributed at a senior management level as
Partnerships Executive at CBC British Columbia,
Manager, Marketing and Communications at
British Columbia Film and Manager, Corporate
Development at the Ontario Film Development
Corporation. In 2006, Liz was recipient of the
Women in Film Wayne Black Service Award
in honour of her “behind-the scenes” work in
support of the film and television industry in BC.
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Stacy L. Smith is an Associate
Professor of Entertainment
at the Annenberg School for
Communication at the University
of Southern California. Her research focuses
on children’s responses to media portrayals of
violence, gender and hypersexuality. Her body of
research informs the work of The Geena Davis
Institute on Gender in Media. The results from
Dr. Smith’s research have appeared in popular
media outlets, such as USA Today, The Boston
Globe, MSNBC, salon. com, and People.

MINA SHUM
Writer/director Mina Shum is known for critically
acclaimed feature films such as Long Life,
Happiness and Prosperity (2002) and Double
Happiness (1994). Her first feature-length film
Double Happiness, premiered at the 1994
Toronto International Film Festival, receiving the
Special Jury Citation for Best Canadian Feature
Film. Double Happiness won Genie Awards for
Best Actress (Sandra Oh) and Best Editing (Alison
Grace). It also won 1995 Berlin Film Festival
prize for Best First Feature, as well the Audience
Award at the Torino Film Festival in 1994.

KELLY SITTS
Kelly Sitts is a senior manager at Ernst & Young
and co-leads the Media and Entertainment group
in Vancouver, BC. She has worked extensively
with clients such as Sony Pictures, Thunderbird
Films and Pixar Canada.

JULIET SMITH
Juliet is a partner in the
Vancouver office of Fraser
Milner Casgrain practising in
the area of entertainment law
with a focus on film, television and new media.
She represents a cross section of Canadian and
U.S. banking institutions, U.S. networks and
Hollywood Studios and Canadian independent
production companies in all areas of production.
She is ranked in several legal directories as
one of Canada’s leading lawyers in the area
of Entertainment Law, including The Canadian
Legal LEXPERT Directory 2010 and Best Lawyers
Canada 2011.

SPEAKER BIOS
REBECCA SULLIVAN
Rebecca Sullivan is an Associate
Professor in Communication
& Culture at the University of
Calgary, specializing in feminist
film and media studies. Dr. Sullivan is a Senior
Fellow of the Institute for United States Policy
Research, and was recently awarded a SSHRC
standard research grant for her work on virginal
sexual independence and postwar popular culture.

RACHEL TALALAY
Rachel Talalay has worked as a director and
producer in film and television for more than 20
years – in the UK and North America. Her eclectic
credits include directing Tank Girl, Freddy’s Dead
(Nightmare on Elm Street 6) and numerous
episodes of television in the US, UK and Canada.
These include acclaimed HBO-Canada miniseries (Durham County, Terminal City and Dice),
numerous US series from Ally McBeal to Without
a Trace, British series and specials, Wind In The
Willows, Touching Evil. She is also an Assistant
Professor of Film Production at UBC, and has a
mathematics degree.

SARAH THOMSON
Since 2007, Sarah Thomson
has steadfastly proven her
talent and expertise as VP of
Business Development for IUGO
Mobile Entertainment. Through her well-rounded
experience and entrepreneurial spirit, Sarah
has elevated IUGO’s image as a world-class
developer of premium mobile entertainment.
With 15 original titles under its belt and
new prestigious partnerships on the brink of
announcement, Sarah and IUGO are heading
towards the height of success and achievement.

JUTTA TREVIRANUS
Jutta Treviranus is the Director of the Inclusive
Design Research Centre (IDRC) and professor
in the faculty of Design at OCAD University
in Toronto. She has played a leading role in
developing accessibility legislation, standards
and specifications internationally (including WAI
ATAG, IMS AccessForAll, ISO 24751, and AODA
Information and Communication).

DOT TUER
Dot Tuer is a writer, cultural theorist and historian.
Her book, Mining the Media Archive: Essays on
Art, Technology, and Cultural Resistance, was
published by YYZ Press in 2005. Tuer has received
numerous awards for her writing on art Toronto
Arts Awards; and Ontario Art Galleries Association
Curatorial Writing Awards.

INGRID VENINGER
Producer/Director Ingrid has been working in the
film and television industry for over 20 years.
In 1991, she produced the Gemini nominated
performance-documentary ‘Standards’ with
Jeremy Podeswa, featuring Sarah McLachlan,
Holly Cole and Molly Johnson. Ingrid’s latest
feature film MODRA is her directorial debut,
and is an official selection at the 2010 Toronto
International Film Festival where it will have its
world premiere.

LOUISA WEI
Luisa Wei (HONG KONG) who
has written a soon to be
published book on Chinese
Women Directors, including
interviews with Xu Jinglei and other speakers
involved with the Real Lives-Chinese Women
session.

LORETTA TODD

EMMA WESTECOTT

Girl. Cree. Metis. White. Writes (been to Sundance
Writer’s Lab). Directs (many films, many
festivals). Thinks (writes essays full of tersely
cogent remarks or flamboyantly theoretical
analysis). Produces (experienced the labyrinth).
Challenges herself and others (why do it like
everyone else?). Makes things happen (without
fuss but way too much Cree humility). And yes,
she has many awards and accolades.

Emma Westecott has worked in the game
industry for over fifteen years. She originally
achieved recognition for working with Douglas
Adams as programmer then producer for the
best-selling Starship Titanic (1998, Simon &
Schuster). Emma directed zerogame for The
Interactive Institute, an applied games research
lab based in Sweden and organized Women in
Games 2007. Her research focus is centered on
the ongoing creative evolution of game form.

CAROL WHITEMAN
A two-time Governor General’s
Award-nominee and film
industry award-winner for
promoting women’s equality and
advancing talent in Canada, Carol is a co-creator
of the internationally respected Women In the
Director’s Chair (WIDC) program. A founding
member, President and CEO of Creative Women
Workshops Association (CWWA), the non-profit
organization that presents WIDC in partnership
with The Banff Centre and ACTRA, she has
produced over 100 short films through WIDC
since its inception in 1997.

CHRISTINE WILLIES
Christine is very excited to
be part of the extraordinary
creative team that is bringing
Herr Beckman’s People to life.
This production marks the continuation of her
long proud association with Touchstone Theatre,
which includes roles in The Wolf Boy, Sex Tips
for Modern Girls (4 Jessie awards) The Orphan
Muses, and The Prodigal Son, and service on the
Board of Directors. She is Artistic Director of the
William Davis Centre for Actors’ Study at Vanarts,
and serves on the Executive board of UBCP/
ACTRA.

MIMI WOLCH
As Senior Business Agent
at the Directors Guild of
Canada-Ontario (DGC Ontario)
since January 2009, Mimi
has worked tirelessly to promote Toronto as a
world-class filming destination and create work
opportunities for DGC Ontario members. She is
a fierce advocate for production in Ontario - not
only by bringing foreign production here, but also
by helping to grow a stable and independent
Canadian film and television industry.

NING YING
Ning Ying is a Chinese filmmaker, exploring
the new urbanized and industrialized China in
her highly-regarded “Beijing Trilogy” (For Fun ,
1993; On the Beat, 1995; I Love Beijing , 2001)
before directing the award-winning documentary
Railroad of Hope (2002). In 2005, she completed
Perpetual Motion , an experimental narrative
about four modern, educated women in Beijing
and their relationship to Chinese history.
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Welcome to all the presenters
and delegates of the symposium
Women in Film and Television Vancouver
Proud presenting partner of SexMoneyMedia
Women in Film and Television Vancouver is an internationally
affiliated, non-profit society committed since 1989 to advancing
& celebrating women in screen-based media.
Since 1989, we have:
Q

 Conducted BREAKTHROUGH RESEARCH on gender
inequity in media: www.pleaseadjustyourset.com

Q

 Published and distributed 4 editions of the
PRODUCER’S WORKBOOK

Q

 Run hundreds of WORKSHOPS AND MASTER CLASSES

on the business, technology and art of screen-based media

Q

 Will be producing our 6th Annual VANCOUVER WOMEN
IN FILM FESTIVAL

Q

 Created a community by hosting regular networking events
like Martini Madness and Networking Breakfasts

Join us today

Community. Advocacy. Networking. Workshops.

www.womeninfilm.ca

AD LAYOUT: STRIPE GRAPHICS LTD.
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IATSE General Office:
1430 Broadway • 20th Floor • New York, NY 10018
IATSE Canadian Office: 22 St. Joseph Street, Toronto, ON M4Y 1J9
IATSE Western Canadian Office: 1000-355 Burrard Street, Vancouver, BC V6C 2G8
www.iatse-intl.org
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www.cmns.sfu.ca
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The Union of B.C. Performers/ACTRA
Representing Professional Performers who
bring stories to life in the recorded media.

Proudly supports the
SEXMONEYMEDIA
symposium

Let’s talk
about how
can
work ACTRA
together.

we

Jodelle Ferland

email: info@ubcp.com
www.ubcp.com
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Amanda Tapping

Tonya Lee Williams

Elfina Luk

www.actra.ca
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Women in View would like to thank our many partners and
sponsors whose time, confidence and resources contributed
so much to making this event possible. In particular
Alison Beale and Catherine Murray of SFU CPCC; the board
of Women in Film and Television Vancouver; Alan Franey and
PuChu Au Yeung at the Vancouver International Film Festival
and Sara Diamond at OCAD University.
We thank the generous gift bag donations from Telus,
Mink’s Chocolate, Blenz Coffee, Tourism Vancouver,
The Body Shop & Actsafe.
A special thanks goes out to Robert Coté at Blindside Creative
for his generosity, patience and terrific design of all our
print materials.
Finally we would also like to thank the efforts of the many
volunteers without whose time and energy this event would
not have happened; and in particular Elyn from WIFT-V,
and the team from UBCP.

2 04.2 96.8657

w w w.blindsidecreative.com
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SPONSORS / PARTNERS
In Partnership With:

IN FILM & TELEVISION
VANCOUVER

Gold Sponsors:

Silver Sponsors:
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Media Partner:

Supported by:
BC Producers’ Branch

CREATIVE
WOMEN
WORKSHOPS
ASSOCIATION

This research was supported by the Social Sciences and Humanities Research Council.

